
of his own non-linear computer programs, which, in
the modelling of a weak, jointed rockmass, showed at
best qualitative agreement with in-stope behaviour.
Yet he ignores the careful quantitative work of the
1960s in which rockmass movements are shown to
agree well with elastic predictions, and in which large
inelastic in-stope closures are ascribed to the effects
of localized face and hangingwall fracturing.

(3) MINSIM-D type elastic-stress analysis programs are
usually used for the design of regional support, and
these programs are not intended for use in the study
of the fractured rock around stopes. It is not our
intention to represent the behaviour of this type of
fractured rock by the calculated in situ modulus.

(4) We accept that, if a reduced modulus is used for the
calculation of ERR (in a stope of limited space), the
values of ERR become higher. However, it should
then also be assumed that the critical magnitude of

ERR must be increased in the same proportion. We
tried to indicate that the use of the same ERR value as
a critical criterion for different gold-mining districts
may not be correct because the in situ modulus
probably differs considerably from district to district.

(5) We believe that currently available two-dimensional
non-linear stress-analysis programs cannot be used
for the design of regional support such as stabilizing
pillars and backfill. Therefore, the use of an in situ
modulus for the rockmass in MINSIM-D modelling is
necessary for more-realistic simulation of stope
closure and stresses. By realistic. we mean the ability
of the model to simulate the observed deformation
and stresses encountered in situ.
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Book review
Tunnel Construction 90. London, Institution of Mining and
Metallurgy, 1990.

Reviewer: J.A. Cruise

This is the published volume of papers presented at the
Tunnel Construction 90 Conference, which was held in
London in April 1990 under the auspices of The Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy.

Twenty papers are presented and their titles are listed
below.

1. Potential problems associated with rising groundwater
levels in the deep aquifer beneath London, by RN.
Craig and B. Simpson.

2. Design and construction of a new service tunnel at
Edinburgh Castle, by T.H. Douglas and S. Keeble.

3. Grouting Milwaukee's deep tunnel system, by D.F.
Driscoll.

4. Specialist tunnelling processes, by C.K. Haswell and
D.R Gutteridge.

5. Premetro tunnel under the River Scheldt, Antwerp-
geotechnical site investigation and instrumentation, by
E. Hemerijckx and P. de Schrijver.

6. Tunnelling in chalk, by L. Lake.
7. Tunnelling problems in young Himalayas, by M.M.

Madan.
8. Ground vibration associated with tunnel construction,

by RM. New.
9. Pipejacking in water-saturated ground, by M.

Nussbaumer.
10.Investigation of power-line transmission tunnels to

determine their condition and future maintenance
needs, by K. Okazaki, Y. Nakanouchi, and Y. Kaneko.

l1.lnstrumentation and monitoring on two cut-and-cover
tunnel projects, by M.P. O'Reilly, LP. Symons, and
D.R Carder.

12.Construction of the Malabar outfall tunnel, Sydney,
Australia, by A.K. Rogmann.

13 Tunnelling under squeezing conditions: A case histo-
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ry-Maneri Bhali stage 11project, India, by G.S. Saini
and A.K. Dube.

14.Channel Tunnel-Excavation of the Castle Hill sec-
tion by use of roadheaders, by A.K. Sandtner.

l5.New Studley tunnel-Excavation and support by
observational method, by J. Scholey, RA. Jones, and
SJ. Irvine.

16.Integrated approach to geotechnical assessment of
rock tunnel stability and performance, by M.L.
Sutcliffe et al.

17.Grouting of rock mass for mining and industrial pro-
jects, by J.S. Szczepaniak, W. Serafin, and Z. Gzik.

18.Sealing systems for movement joints in mechanized
tunnelling, by J. Washboume.

19.Evaluation of tunnel stability in relation to rock stress
and displacement aspects, by RN. Whittaker and DJ.
Reddish.

20.Fracture development around tunnels, by B.N.
Whittaker, SF. Smith, and H. Cben.

Of particular interest are the papers on
. the Malabar outfall tunnel in Sydney, which describes

the excavation and lining of the submarine ocean
outran tunnels under the Pacific Ocean to rid Sydney's
famous beaches of pollution; a main tunnel 4 m in
diameter and 4 km long was excavated under the sea
using a TBM, and effluent will be released through
0,65 m-diameter risers some 2,5 to 4,2 km out to sea;

. the Channel Tunnel, which describes that portion of
the work done by road-headers; and. pipejacking in water-saturated ground; the paper
comments that almost 25 per cent of the tunnel
kilometres constructed in the Federal Republic of
Germany in the past few years are for waste and
utility tunnels, and that 75 per cent of these tunnels
were constructed predominantly by the use of
pipejacking.

The volume should prove to be a useful reference volume
on state-of-the-art tunnelling.
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